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Introduction. I t is well-known that there are exactly two equational classes of 
lattices which cover the class of all distributive lattices. These are the classes 
generated by 2)l5 and by 3t5 (see Fig. 1) and one of them is always contained in any 
equational class of lattices containing properly the class of all distributive lattices. 
The class of weakly associative lattices (in short: WALs) contains two other 
equational classes which also cover the class of all distributive lattices. 
I t has been a conjecture since the introduction of WALs in 1970, that there 
are no other equational classes of W A L s which cover the class of all distributive 
lattices. The aim of this paper is to prove the existence of an equational class of 
WALs diiferent f r o m the class of all distributive lattices which does not contain the 
four equational classes in question. 
Preliminaries. An algebra %l = (A; V, A) is a W A L if the two binary operations 
are idempotent and commutative and over the two absorpt ion identities the two 
weak associativities hold: 
{(xV z) A (y\/ z)}h z = {(xA z)V (yh z)}V z = 2. 
The relations x = xhy and y=x\Jy are equivalent and will be denoted by x^y 
( x < j means x^y and xj±y). The relation ^ is reflexive and antisymmetrical and 
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x\Jy and xAy are the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of JC and y, 
respectively. In such a way one can define WALs just as lattices in the transitive 
case. We shall denote a<b by an arrow which goes f rom a to b. 
Fig. 2 shows two WALs both of which are subdirectly irreducible. They are 
typical, for they show the two possibilities when a < b < c does not imply a ^ c . It is 
not to hard to prove that both of the equational classes generated by them cover 
the class of all distributive lattices. 
A 
A W A L = V, A) has the unique bound property (further on UBP) 
if, for different a, b£A, a^c and b^c imply c = aMb, and d^a and d^b imply 
d=ahb. It was proven in [2] that 91 has the U B P if and only if it is subdirectly 
irreducible and it satisfies the congruence extension property if and only if each 
subalgebra of i t is a simple one. 
The construction of the desired class. For the construction we need two prop-
ositions. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. There exists a WAL having the U B P and containing none of 
SK5, 9ls, Zand <5. 
P r o o f . Let Q be the field of rationals and let a be a zero of the irreducible 
polynomial / ( x ) = x3 + 3x + 1 . Let us denote by aa2+bx + c the element (a, b, c) of 
the two-dimensional projective plane over Q(a,b, c£Q). Let, for ft, y£Q(a), 
mean the existence of a linear polynomial r(x) over Q such that ft = y-r(a.). It 
was proven in [3] that in this manner we arrive at a WAL 91 satisfying UBP. Thus, 
91 cannot contain a three-element chain, i.e., 91 does not contain any of 9Ji5, 9I5, 
and <3. f'(x)=3x2 + 3 > 0 implies that x3+3x+p has for no rational p two, hence 
three, rational roots. Let, now, <5<e in 2 ( a ) , i.e., E=P-r1(a)-r2(oi)-r3(<x), 
where the /',(x)-s are linear polynomials over Q. As x 3 + 3 x + p is never a product of 
three linear factors over Q the element rx(a) • r2(a.) • r:i(<x) does not belong to O. 
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Hence, p and s are different elements of the projective, plane, i.e., 21 does not con-
tain X, either. 
R e m a r k . This method does not work more for finite fields. Let o, b, and c 
be elements of the finite field K. The polynomial f ( x ) = x 3 + a x - + b x + c orders to 
each element u of K the element f(u) of K. If f(u) runs over K then f ( x ) -\-v is for no 
v in K irreducible. When the method gives us a W A L then f ( x ) must be irreducible. 
Hence, in this case there must exist different ¿/j, u., in K such that f(ih) =f(u2) = v. Thus, 
the polynomial f ( x ) — v is the product of three linear polynomials, say ^ ( x ) , r2(x), 
r3(x), i.e., fo r the zero a o f / ( x ) we have 1 < r i ( a ) < r ^ ( a ) • r 3 («)</ ' ! (a) • /-2(a) • r , (a) = v. 
Since 1 and v are the same points of the projective plane this W A L must contain %. 
Let 21 be a. W A L satisfying U B P and not containing any subalgebra iso-
morphic to . 2 . These two properties mean that for the elements a c in 21 the 
elements a and c a re incomparable, i.e., neither ai^c nor c^a are valid. Such a W A L 
we shall call a scattering WAL: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Homomorphic images, subalgebras and primeproducts of scat-
tering W A L s are scattering, too. 
P r o o f . The first statement is implied by the simpleness of scattering WALs. 
The second statement is obvious. Since the class of scattering WALs is a first order 
class, the third statement is also valid. 
T h e o r e m . The equational class generated by the scattering WALs does not 
contain any of the given four classes. 
P r o o f . It was proven in [1] that the congruence-lattice of any W A L is a dis-
tributive one. The homomorphic images of subalgebras of pr imeproducts of scat-
tering W A L s are, by Proposit ion 2, scattering WALs. Thus, applying the well-
known result of JONSSON (Theorem 3.3 in [5]) we have that the equational class in 
question does no t contain other subdirectly irreducible WALs. Since ®i5, 9t5 , X 
and S are subdirectly irreducible the theorem is proven.1) 
Problems. The theorem, of course, does not mean the existence of a new equa-
tional class covering the class of distributive lattices. It is possible that this class is 
not covered by any equational subclass of the constructed above. We state some 
problems concerning this question.2) 
*) This proof was shortened by W. A. LAMPE in Honolulu. 
2) In the meantime, Problem 1 was solved by R. FREESE in Honolulu. The lattice of the equa-
tional classes of WALs is dual to an algebraic lattice. Since the class of distributive lattices is finitely 
based this class is a compact element of the lattice of classes. Thus, each maximal chain between 
the class of all distributive lattices and of all scattering WALs contains an element which covers 
the class of all distributive lattices. Hence, the existence of a fifth covering class is proven. 
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1. Is there any scattering W A L 21 having no nontrivial subalgebra which 
is not isomorphic to 21? 
2. Are there any finite scattering W A L s ? (The existence of such a W A L would 
imply tha t the answer of problem 1 is affirmative.) 
3. Is there any equational class of WALs different f r o m the class of all dis-
tributive lattices which does not contain either scattering W A L s or any of the given 
four W A L s ? 
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